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Course Objectives
By the time students complete this course, they will be able to:

• Capture media for use in Premiere Pro
• Combine video, audio, and still images together in the timeline
• Sequence media clips appropriately for their needs
• Edit a sequence
• Add titles, transitions, and effects to a sequence
• Integrate Premiere Pro with other applications
• Create reviewable PDFs containing rendered sequences
• Export videos using appropriate options and compression settings

Introduction
Why use Infographics?

Deciding when and how to use an infographic

A look at different types of infographics

Considering the purpose of your infographic

 Which visual tools to use to meet your target

Using Symbols or Icons

Structuring your infographic

Sourcing Infographics

Illustrator basics
An overview of the Illustrator interface

Drawing basic shapes and lines

Working with text

Working with colour

Creating graphs and charts
Overview of the graph & chart tool

Formatting and using data with Illustrator

Importing Excel data

Creating bar charts, pie charts and line graphs

Applying designs to columns and markers

Adding and editing numeric values

Customizing the design of your graph

Creating an infographic
Creating simple icons or symbols

Using existing resources for graphics and icons

Importing images

Setting up a colour scheme

Creating gradients and patterns

Adding drop shadows and other special effects

Creating a library of styles and icons

Using infographics

File formats

Exporting your infographic for print, web or 

presentation

Recap and Review

Discussion Session

Infographics are on trend and rightly! 
They provide a great visual way of 
communicating complex data in 
a graphic and attractive way. The 
Infographics courses are ideal for anyone 
who wants to engage their audience 
with well designed and well researched 
infographics. Whether you want to know 
how to plan or find reliable data or want 
to know how to design an infographic 
for use in presentation, for the web or 
within documents.

This one day course is designed for those 
who want to create original Infographics 
using Adobe Illustrator. The Inforgraphics 
one day course will teach you to create 
simple icons and symbols, how to 
source, import or adapt ready made 
graphics, add text to elements, to create 
charts and graphs and how to layout 
your infographic for maximum effect.

If you want to create original graphics 
or drawings,  the Adobe Illustrator two 
day introduction  for infographics will 
provide a more in-depth understanding 
of Illustrators drawing and design tools.

Prerequisites: A familiarity with Apple 
or Windows computers, ideally some 
familiarity with image formats and 
terminology .

Duration: One Day

Complementary Courses:

Adobe Photoshop 

Adobe Illustrator 2 Days

Powerful Presentations

Create Infographics with Illustrator


